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To, 

The Australian Accounting Standards Board 

P.O. Box 204 

Collins Street West 

VIC 8007 

Australia 

 

12th May 2014 

Re: Comments to the ED 248 ‘Amendments to AASB 1053-Transition to and between Tiers, and 

related Tier 2 Disclosure Requirements’ 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We thank the AASB for providing us the opportunity to comment on ED 248 ‘Amendments to AASB 

1053-Transition to and between Tiers, and related Tier 2 Disclosure Requirements.’ Our comments 

in relation to each question are outlined as follows: 

1.We are not supportive of allowing an entity, which had not applied or, selectively applied, 

applicable recognition and measurement requirements in its most recent previous annual special 

purpose financial statements and presently applying tier 2 reporting requirements for the first time 

to be permitted to directly use AASB 108 rather than applying AASB 1. Our view is based on no 

requirement for these entities to include reconciliation of financial statements under AASB 108, 

whereas entities are required to prepare such reconciliation under AASB 1. We believe such 

reconciliation is useful for in-depth understanding of entities’ financial statements and obtaining 

comparative information. 

 

2. If entities are allowed to use AASB 108 directly rather than applying AASB 1, we agree with all the 

suggested disclosure requirements stated in point 2 as they are consistent with AASB 1 and we 

believe such disclosure will provide vital information to users and AASB. 

 

3. If entities are allowed to use AASB 108 directly rather than applying AASB 1, we agree with all the 

suggested disclosure requirements stated in point 3 as we believe such disclosure will provide vital 

information to users and AASB. 

 

4. We are not aware of any regulatory issues relating to not-for-profit entities and ‘public sector 

entities’ that may affect implementation of proposals contained in ED 248. 

 

5. If entities are allowed to use AASB 108 directly rather than applying AASB 1, we believe users of 

financial statements and AASB will benefit from suggested disclosures in ED 248. 
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6. Considering the scope and nature of entities allowed to adopt tier 2 requirements, we do not 

envisage any significant effect of ED 248 on the Australian economy. 

 

7.  Considering that ED 248 proposes no requirement to prepare ‘reconciliations of financial 

statements’ that are required in AASB 1, we believe there will be some cost saving if ED 248 proposal 

is adopted.   

Please feel free to contact us if you like to discuss further in this regard.  

 

Regards 

Dr Bikram Chatterjee, Lecturer, Deakin Graduate School of Business, CPA (corresponding author)  

E-mail: bikram.chatterjee@deakin.edu.au.  

Associate Professor Victoria Wise, Deakin Graduate School of Business, FCPA 

Dr Soheila Mirshekary, Senior Lecturer, Deakin Graduate School of Business, CA, CPA 

Dr Ali Yaftian, Lecturer, Deakin Graduate School of Business, CA  
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Dear Kevin 

Submission - ED 248 Amendments to AASB 1053 - Transition to and between Tiers, 
and related Tier 2 Disclosure Requirements 

We are pleased to have the opportunity to comment on AASB Exposure Draft ED 248 
Amendments to AASB I 053- Transition to and between Tiers, and related Tier 2 Disclosure 
Requirements. 

Executive Summary 

We support the objectives outlined in ED 248 paragraph I, including the requirement that when 
applying AASB 1 First-lime Adoption ofAustralian Accounting Standards an entity has a 
choice to either apply AASB 1 in full or else apply Austral ian Accounting Standards (' A ASs' ) 
retrospectively in accordance with AASB 108 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting 
Estimates and Errors. We see this objective as cons istent with the amendments made as part of 
the IASB annual improvements 2009-2011 cyc le as adopted by the AASB in AASB 2012-5 
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arisingfi·om Annual1mprovemen/s 2009 -
2011 Cycle. 

However, we believe that the detail contained in the amendments complicates the transition 
process and we question why in certain circumstances the application of AASB I could not be 
required. Please refer to Appendix 1 of this letter for our detailed comments. 

Finally, we support the proposed disclosure requirements when an entity resumes the 
application of Tier 2 reporting req uirements as it is consistent w ith the amendments contained in 
AASB 20 I 2-5 . 
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We would be pleased to discuss our comments with members of the AASB or its staff. If you 
wish to do so, please contact me on (02) 9335 7630, or Michael Voogt on (02) 9455 9744. 

Yours sincerely 

Martin McGrath 
Partner In Charge, Department of Professional 
Practice 
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Appendix 1 -Submission - ED 248 Amendments to AASB 1053 - Transition to am/ 
between Tiers, and related Tier 2 Disclosure Requirements 

Complication of the transition process 

The principle contained in the IASB annual improvements 2009-2011 cycle was that when an 
entity: 

• that had applied Australian Accountin g Standards(' AASs' and inc ludes T ier I or Tier 2) or 
IFRSs in a previous reporting period 

• but whose most recent previous annual financial statements did not (or could not) contain an 
explicit and unreserved statement of compliance with AASs or IFRSs 

• must either apply AASB I or the AASB 108 option in AASB 1 (i.e. apply retrospectively as 
if the entity had never stopped applying AASs or IFRSs). 

In summary the amended principle in AASB 1 covers: 

• when an entity first applies AASs or IFRSs it must apply AASB 1, i. e. it does not have the 
AASB 108 option in AASB 1 (AASB 1 paragraph 2), and 

• when an enti ty has previously applied AASs or IFRSs but not in the previous financia l year, 
it must either apply AASB 1 or the AASB I 08 option in AASB 1 when returning to apply 
AASs or IFRSs in the current year (AASB 1 paragraph 4A). 

Prior to the amendments to AASB 1053 proposed in ED 248 principles established included: 

• when a special purpose financial statement preparer transitions to general purpose (Tier 1) 
financia l statements it must apply AASB I 

• when a special purpose financial statement preparer transitions to general pmvose (Tier 2) 
financial statements: 

it is not permitted to apply AASB 1 when the special purpose financial statements 
applied all applicable recognition and measurement requirements 

it must apply AASB 1 when the special purpose financial statements did not apply all 
applicable recognition and measurement requirements. 

• when transitioning from Tier 1 to Tier 2 an entity is not pennitted to apply AASB 1 

• when transitioning from Tier 2 to Tier I an entity: 

must apply AASB 1 if c laiming comp liance with IFRSs 

must not apply AASB 1 if not claiming compliance with IFRSs. 

Submission-ED248-Amencll 053.docx 3 
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When looking at the causes of different treatments in the above principl es the follow ing is 
observed : 

• First-time adoption of AASs or IFRSs has different outcomes from transitioning back to 
AASs or IFRSs. This is necessary in order to follow the IASB principles. 

• When transitioning from specia l purpose to Tier 2, different outcomes resul t depending on 
whether the special purpose financia l statements app lied all applicable recogn ition and 
measurement requ irements. Refer to ' recognition and measurement d iscuss ion' below. 

• W hen transitioning from Tier 2 or special purpose to Tier 1, different outcomes resu lt 
depending on whether the Tier 1 general purpose financial statements wi ll be compl iant 
with JFRSs or not. Refer to '!FRS compliance discussion' be low. 

Recognition and measurement discussion 

We note the AASB view that AASB I should not be applied in circumstances where an entity 
had been previously applying applicable recognition and measurement requirements, as it cou ld 
" imply a change in accounting basis". 

KPMG would support simplification of the transition rules such that AASB 1 is a lways applied 
when an entity transitions from special purpose to Tier 2, irrespective of whether the entity 
previously applied applicable recognition and measurement requirements. 

In our view the benefits from this s implification would outweigh any disadvantages, as 
discussed be low: 

• For a majority of entities that have been app lying applicable recognition and measurement 
requirements, the application of AASB I would not necessarily result in any accounting 
entries (unless a specific exemption was elected). 

• Users of the financia l statements should not " imp ly a change in accounting bas is", i.e. the 
basis of accounting and any changes is a norma 1 part of disclosure of significant accounting 
policies in financial statements. 

• The fact that some entities may elect certain exemptions outli ned in Appendix D of AASB 
1, for example re-setting a foreign currency translation reserve to zero, is not of major 
concern and if e lected would b e appropriately disclosed in the financial statements. 

• Application of AASB 1 would not be considered an onerous time requirement. Entities 
could elect not to apply any exemptions contained in AASB 1. 
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• To remove what could be interpretated as an inconsis tency w ith AASB 1. In princ iple 
AASB 1 requires that an entity which had previous applied AASs or IFRSs but not in the 
previous financia l year must apply AASB 1 or the AASB 1 08 option in AASB 1 when 
returnin g to apply A ASs or IFRSs in the current financial year. 

Consider, for example, an enti ty that had previously applied Tier 2 and in the previous 
financial year applied specia l puqJose (app lying applicab le recognition and measurement 
requ irements) but in the current financia l year returns to T ier 2 . T he amended paragraph 
19B(e) would prohibit the application of AASB 1 or the AASB 108 option in AASB 1. 

• To remove the pr ima-facie incons istency w ith the amendmen t proposed in paragraph 13 of 
ED 248 where under the revised paragraph 19 an enti ty that transitions from specia l purpose 
to T ier 1 (but not complying with lFRSs) is required to apply AASB 1 or the AASB 108 
option in AASB I . 

IFRS compliance discussion 

KPMG wou ld support simplification of the transition rules such that AASB I is a lways appl ied 
when an entity transitions to Tier 1 general purpose fi nancial sta tements irrespective of whether 
the entity is also complyin g with IFRSs. 

In our view the benefits from thi s simplification would outweigh any disadvantages, as 
discussed be low: 

• For the same reasons as outlined in the ' recognition and measurement discussion' above. 

• To remove what could be interpretated as an inconsistency with AASB 1. In princ iple 
AASB 1 requires that an entity which had previous applied AASs or TFRSs but not in the 
previous f inancia l year must apply AASB 1 or the AASB 108 op tion in AASB I when 
returning to apply AASs or IFRSs in the curren t financia l year. 

Consider, for exa mple, an entity that had previously applied Tier 1 (and is IFRS compliant 
or not) and in the previous financial year applied T ier 2 (and is therefore not IFRS 
compliant) but in the cunent financia l year returns to Tier 1 (and is not IFRS compliant). 
The amended paragraph 2 1(b) wou ld p ro hibit the application of AASB 1 or the AASB 108 

option in AASB 1. 

Other 

IU)M G supports the proposed amendment in ED 248 paragraph I I - where under the revised 
paragraph 18A(a)(i i) the 'T ier 2 reporting requirements directly us ing the requirements in 
AASB 1 08 ' a lternat ive has been created. 

In our view this aids simplification and is consistent with the arguments outlined under the 
' recognition and meas urement discussion' and ' !FRS compliance discuss ion' above. 
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